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Distribution Theory for Some Tests of Independence 
of Seemingly Unrelated Regressions 
A. W. DAVIS 
CSIRO Division of Mathematics and Statistics, Glen Osmond, Australia 
Series expansions and second-order asymptotic expansions are obtained for the 
characteristic functions of three statistics useful for testing the independence of two 
multivariate regression equations with different design matrices. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. I~TR00ucT10N 
We consider a pair of correlated MANOVA models 
Yi = XiBi + Ei, i= 1,2, (1.1) 
having possibly different design matrices Xi (n x ri) with ranks ri (i= 1,2). 
Yi and Ei are n x pi, the matrices of regression coefficients Bi are ri x pi 
(i=1,2), and if E=[E,,E,] (nxp;p=p,+p,), then the rows of E are 
p-variate normal with zero mean vectors and covariate matrix 
Such “seemingly unrelated regression” models may arise, for example, as 
consumption investment models for two countries, where correlation may 
arise from trade between the countries, or in predicting the performance of 
complex systems from the performance of components. Problems of estima- 
tion for model (1.1) have been considered by various authors, a review of 
the econometric literature in this area being given by Srivastava and 
Dwivedi [lo]. The present paper relates to tests of the hypothesis of inde- 
pendence H,, : .l?,, = 0. In the univariate case p1 = p2 = 1, Kariya [ 81 
derived a locally best invariant (LBI) test and a locally best invariant 
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unbiased test. This work was extended to the multivariate case by Kariya, 
Fujikoshi, and Krishnaiah [9], who derived a LB1 test of HO and obtained 
first-order asymptotic approximations to the null and non-null distribu- 
tions of the LB1 test statistic and two other related test statistics. These 
statistics are constructed as follows. 
Define the projection matrices Qi = Z, - Xi(XTXi)-’ XT (i = 1,2) where 
Z, is the n x n unit matrix and QO, the projection onto the orthogonal com- 
plement of X= [X,, X,]. If L(A) denotes the linear subspace generated by 
the columns of the matrix A, let 8, be the orthogonal projection onto 
L(X) n L(Qi) (i = 1,2). Further, let X have rank ro, and write 
ni = n - ri (i = 0, 1, 2), pi=ro-ri(i= 1,2). 
Then we may define matrices Z,(n x n,) and Z,(n x pi) (i = 1,2) such that 
Qo=ZoZ;, z:zo=zn,, 
ei=.wr, , I p,, ZTZ.=Z z;zo = 0 (i’ 1,2), 
and if Zi= [zi, Z,,](n x ni) we have 
Qi = Z,Z;, ZTZ,=Z,, (i= 1,2). 
Now let Wi = ZT Yj (ni xpi), i= 1,2, and define the p xp non-negative 
definite matrix 
Under ZZ,, W, and W, are independent, and if we write 
R = S,’ S12S$ Szl 
then the statistics defined by Kariya et al. [9] are 
T, = -no log II- RI, 
T,=n,trR, 
T,=L{n,n2trR-n,p2trSfi’ WTZTZ2ZTZ, W, 
no 
- n2pl tr S2;’ W:Zr Z, Zy Z2 W,}, (1.2) 
where T3 is the test statistic of the LB1 test. When X1 = X2, the LB1 test 
is tr R, the sum of the squared canonical correlations constructed from the 
residuals. The interpretation of the statistics (1.2) is discussed further in 
Kariya et al. [9]. 
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In Section 2, we obtain series expansions of the characteristic functions 
of the null distributions of the three statistics, and in the following three 
sections we extend the asymptotic expansions of these null distributions to 
second-order terms. The null distribution of R, or rather, a symmetrized 
version of R, is given in Section 6. 
A corresponding approach to the non-null distributions appears to be 
beyond the scope of existing methods. 
2. SERIES EXPANSIONS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
Kariya et al. [9] showed that there is no loss of generality in taking 
cc z A c 1 AT z ’ 
and that under ZZ,: n = 0 the rows of Wj are independently p-variate 
normal with zero means and covariance matrix ZPj (j = 1,2). It follows that 
Wj= HjTj, H;fHj=Zp,, T; Tj= Sii, 
where Tj is upper triangular, and Hi has the uniform distribution over the 
Stiefel manifold Vi = Vn,,+ (j= 1, 2) (James [6]). Hence, writing 
the characteristic functions of T, and T2 are respectively 
G,(t) = 1 1 IZ,,, -HI H;: MH,H; M=( -i’no(dH,)(dH,), 
VI v2 
G,(t) = 5 j etr(itn,H, HT MH,HT MT)(dH,)(dH2), 
VI v2 
and noting that 
w, s,’ w; -In, 
xM 3 W,S;’ WF-Z,,,)MTj-trMMT], 
P2 
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we also have 
G3(f)=etr(-~MMT)~v,~v2etr{~(~Hl”p-I,,,) 
wheref=p,p,. The integrals may be evaluated using the invariance of the 
measure (&,) under left translation Hj --f JjHj, where Jjc O(nj), the nj x nj 
orthogonal group (j= 1,2). Averaging over the Jj, it is straightforward to 
obtain 
G,(t)= ,F,(itn ‘p ‘p 1 in %I * MMT). 03 2 13 2 23 2 19 2 23 (2.1) 
G2(f) = F (‘p ‘p * In In . itnoMMT). 2 2 2 12 2 2Y2 17 2 2, (2.2) 
G,(r)=etr( -$MMT)$o~&(~) 
where 
UjZ -- ; [ 2 ;I (rlj x tzj), j= 1, 2, 
J 
MMT = In, + l-, 
C, extends over ordered partitions K of k, C,(.) is the zonal polynomial 
indexed by K, and (a), is the multivariate hypergeometric coefficient (James 
[7]). The convergence of G,(t) is discussed in Appendix 1. 
Taking R* = HT MH,H: MTH,, the above approach also yields the 
characteristic function of R*, 
k=O k k! GV?J CK(~",) * 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF G,(t) 
(2.4) 
From the “binomial” expansion (Constantine [3], Bingham [ 11) 
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we may write 
where 
Using the approach of Sugiura and Fujikoshi [ 111, we have 
k+ al(K) -+& {%(d2+%(‘+k}, (v), 2v 
where if K = [k,, kz, . . . . k,], 
4(K)= >i: k,Ck,-j), 
j=l 
Hence 
UT(K) = i kj(4kj - 6jki + 3j2). 
j=l 
where 
Qo=Qe,+C Qol+n,‘Q,,+ -.., 
(3.1) 
and, dropping the argument K for convenience, 
40= 4 q51=a,8-‘-kp2, S=&=(l-2”)‘-I, 
~2=~a:e~2+~(-~a,+k)(2e~‘+e-~)+p2a,(l-ke-’)+5p~k(k+1), 
noting that nj = n, + pi (j = 1,2). Since C,(T)/C,(Z,,) = O(nts), G,(t) may 
be expanded to O(nc2) by evaluating the Q, for s +j< 2. The early parti- 
tional binomial coefficients are 
=f{$k(k- l)+a,(rc)}, = ${k(k- 1)-a,(~)}, (3.2) 
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(Bingham [ 11) and so we have 
G,(t)-Q,+n,‘(Q,,+(trT)Q,,)+n,‘{Q,, 
+ (tr O(-P~ Qlo + Qll) + (tr 0’ Q20 + tr(r2) Qk}, (3.3) 
where Q;,, Q& are obtained by replacing ((;,) in QzO by k(k- l), a,(k), 
respectively. The required Q’s may now be evaluated by taking 
b= $p2, 2=2itZ,, in Fujikoshi [S, Eqs. (2.16) to (2.21)]. 
We find that 
Qoo = (1 - 2it)-(‘/3f, 
Qol=Qoof~~~(~+l)-~~,) (P =Pl +Pzh 
Qoz=Qoof(~2C~{f(3~2+6~-1)+8~2+12p-4} 
- ii Pz(f+ 2kJ + 1) + Mf+ 211 
+e{~(-f+2p2+3p-l)-~p2(p+1)+~p:}), 
Q IO = t QoofR 
Qll = QoofCe2Mf+ 4)(~ + 1) - $P~U-+ 2)) + $(p + 1 -p2)1, 
Q;, = $Qoof(f+ 2P2, 
Q;o = t Qod-(P + 1) e2. 
Substituting in (3.3) we obtain, after some algebra, 
G,(t)-(1 -22it)-‘1’2’f(l +n,‘f@, +ng2f?D2+ O(~G~)), (3.4) 
where 
~1=+e{~(p+1)+trZW-p,-p2}, (3.5) 
~2=e2[-(-2f+p2-5)++(~+2){~;(p+1)+tr~~T-p,-p2}2 
+ +(p + l)(tr KKTKKT - tr KKT)] 
+e{~(-f+2~2+3~-i)+f(~+1-p,-p2)(tr~~T-p,-p2) 
- hP2). (3.6) 
The n;’ term agrees with Eq. (5.33) of Kariya et al. [9]. Inversion of 
(3.4) to obtain the O(n,*) expansion of the cumulative distribution 
function (c.d.f.) of T, is straightforward; for example, 
(1-2it)- (1’2)f e + Yf +2(x) - Y~X)~ 
where y,(x) is the c.d.f. of x2 on f degrees of freedom. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF G,(t) 
The asymptotic expansion of G2(t) is similar to that of G,(r). We again 
have the form (3.3), Q, being given by (3.1) with 
40= 1, 41 = -(a1 + b2) 
~2=~(3a:+a,-k)+p,a,(k+l)+~p~k(k+l). 
The required Q’s are 
Qw = (1 - 2it)-“‘*‘/ 
Q,, = -Qmfiae2i+ 1) + %2), 
Qo2 = Qd-C&e”(f(p’ + 2p + 5) + 8p2 + 20~ + 20) 
+ $83(f+p2 + 3p + 4) + $e2(f+p + 3) 
+ p2(p + l){ $e’(f+ 4) + $e’> 
+-:P;(t~2(S+2)+ql, 
and QIO, Q;,, Q& are as for G,(t). 
Hence we obtain an expansion of G2(f) having the form (3.4) with 
@, = - :e2tP + 1) + $e(tr KzP - p1 - p2), (4.1) 
~2=~e4{f(p2+2p+5)+8p~+20p+20~ 
+e3{~(f+~2+3j7+4)-$(f+4)(~+1)(trKKT-p,-~2)} 
+e2[a(f+~+3)+$(f+2)(tr KK’-p, --p2)’ 
+a<p+l){trKKTKKT-4trKKT+3(p,+p2)}] 
- 3wl + p2)( trKKT-pl-p2)+m2h (4.2) 
The O(n;‘) term agrees with Kariya et al. [9, Eq. (5.38)]. Note that in the 
second line of Kariya et al.‘s Eq. (5.41) the factor -f/4no should be 
replaced by +f/4n,. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF G3(t). 
Let Y(u(t) denote the infinite series in Eq. (2.3) for G3(1). Since 
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we obtain an expansion of !P(r) of the form (3.3) with 
where 
The q(a, z) may be evaluated for s = 0, 1, 2 from Table I, noting that 
tr B = 0. In Table I, C$ “( (., .) is the invariant polynomial with two matrix 
arguments defined in Davis [4], and O$P = C$“(Z, Z)/C,(Z). The summa- 
tion Gcr E n.lr) extends over all partitions 1 such that the irreducible 
representation (22) of the real linear group occurs in the decomposition of 
the direct product of the irreducible representations { 21} and { 2~}. 
The required Q, now follow from Fujikoshi [S] and the relation 
f 1 1 ($p2)re$(‘) c$ (1) (A, A2)/1! 
I=0 1 TEA.(l) 
= $p21Z-Al -(1’2)p2 tr{A*(Z-A))‘} 
(Davis [4, Eq. (6.19)]). Writing 
s, = tr( JV), W=A(Z,,-A)-‘, 
TABLE I 
1 
k 
k(k-1 
a,(K) 
etr(B) C,(S)/f! 
etr(B)(tr B+ t) C,(B)/f! 
etr(B){tr B)‘+2t.tr B+t(t- 1)) C,(B)/t! 
etr(B)[{tr(P)+a,(z)} C,(B)/?! 
+2 c 7 @‘l’ C$“’ (B, &)/(f- l)!] 
I,rsi.,,,j 
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we have 
Qoo = I],, -Al --(‘/-, 
QOI = - :QOOPZ{S: + (~2 + 1) 4 
Qoz=QooP~C~(P~+P~+~)~:+~~P~+~+P~(P~+~)}~~ 
+~{~:+3(p*+l)~,~*+(p:+3p,+4)~,} 
+ & { p*s: + 2tp: +p* + 4) s: s* + (pi + 2p: + 5p, + 4) Sf 
+16(~*+1)~,~,+4(2~:+5~*+5)~~)1, 
Q,, = ~QOOPA 
QII = -Q,~zCi{s: + (~2 + 1) 4 
+${P*~:+(P:+P2+4)~l~*+4(P*+1)~~}1, 
Q;o = i Qwpz(pzs: + 24 
Q&= Q&W*) - 4~: tr{A2(Z,, -A)-‘} + $p2{s: + (p2 + 1) sz}]. 
To carry out the final reduction it is simplest to take the cumulant 
generating function (c.g.f.) 
log G,(t) = itf 
( 
1 + $ tr KKT 
) 
+ log Q,,,, 
+n,‘{R,, + (tr ZJ R,,} +n;*{R,, + (tr r) R,, 
+ (tr f)* R;,, + tr(r*) R;,}, 
where 
RI, = Q,' Q,, 3 RIO = Q,' Qm 
Roz = :PzC(P~ + ~2 + 1) s: + {PZ + 3 + ~z(pz + 1 I> $21 
+4P2{~:+3(P,+l)~,~*+(P:+3P2+4)~,} 
+ $P*W~* + (Pz + 1) 4 + 4(P* + 1) SIS3 + (Q4 + 5p2 + 5) &I}, 
RI, = -%P~(PA +s:+(P,+ ~)s,+s,s,+(P,+ lb,}, 
R;, = +PA R& = Q,’ Q$,. 
Now 
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whence 
log Qoo N -~flog(l-2it)-ii+f+n;‘f{p,(it)*-(p,-p,)itO} 
+ G’f{ -:d(it)’ -h(PI - pl)(it)* + +(P, -p1)*6*}. 
Also, to order n;’ , 
We follow Kariya et al. [9] in modifying T3 to 
It follows finally that T3 has the c.g.f. 
1% G,(t) - - &flog(l - 2it) + n&‘f{ - i 8*(p + 1) + $0 tr KKT} 
+ n;*fc; e4(f+ 2p* + 5p + 5) + e3{+(f+P* + 3p + 4) 
-~(p+l)trKKT}+@*{(f+p+3)+(trKKT)* 
+(p+l)(trKKTKKT-4trKKT+p,+p2)} 
+{-@+it(l+it)}{p(trKKTKKT-2trKKT) 
+P1P2+P*Pdl+wG3), 
Q1= -$e2(p+l)+$etrKKT, (5.1) 
@* = 6 e4{f(p* + 2p + 5) + 8p2 + 2op + 20) 
+83{f(f+p2+3p+4)-i(f+4)(p+1)trKKT} 
+ e*{i(j-+P + 3) + $(f+ 2)(tr KK=)* 
+{(p+l)(trKKTKKT-4trKKT+p,+p2)} 
+(-@+it(l+it)}(p(trKKTKKT-2trKKT)+p,p2+p2p,}. 
(5.2) 
and SO G,(t) has an expansion (3.4) with 
The O(n;‘) term may be checked against Kariya et al. [9, Eq. (5.49)]. 
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6. DENSITY FUNCTION OF R* 
A preliminary form of the null density of R* is (assuming p2 >pl) 
(6.1) 
which is clearly a generalization of the null distribution of canonical 
correlations. Equation (6.1) may be obtained by a direct argument, but it 
is instructive to verify that the characteristic function is given by (2.4). 
Changing the order of integration and substituting 
we obtain 
etr(iOR*)f(R*)(dR*) 
=C 
f - 
IjqW)(P2-P1--l) (zp,-~I(1/*)(n2-P2-PI--l) (&) 
O<Rcf,, 
where the hypergeometric function of two matrix arguments is defined in 
James [7]. The expansion (2.4) then follows from the approach of Section 
2 and the integral (Constantine [a]) 
C 
i - 
@qm(P2-Pl--l) Izp,-~I(11*)(~2--P2-pP1--l) C,(Q(&) 
O<R<I,,, 
= (iP2)K cKvp,)l(4~2L. 
The integral in (6.1) may be expanded to give 
f(R*)=clR*l(‘/*)(P2-PI--1) m  k~o~(-~)kI-i(~2-P2-PI-m 
&“)(K+ (4~~)~‘; -r, (& ;,) C,(R*)/k!, (6.2) 
683/31!1-6 
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where we have used the hypergeometric function of two arguments corres- 
ponding to 
,Eb(k w = C,(U- Jw’)/G(0 
The generalized hypergeometric coefficients involved may be defined by an 
integral, and expressed in terms of other coefficients (A. T. James, 
unpublished notes). 
APPENDIX 1: CONVERGENCE OF G,(t). 
Noting that II- UI -a = exp(a C,“= i s,/r), where s, = tr( Vr), we may 
write 
where rc k, ,(U) > 0 for U non-negative definite. Cp’o If==, I&, [( U)/k ! is 
thus dominated by the corresponding double series for II- UI -iazI. Taking 
CI = irn,, U = ZZ: MH,HT MTH,, the corresponding expansion of G,(t) is 
dominated by 
(A.11 
Let fi = max(n,, IZ~), n = min(n,, n,), with a similar notation for p, p. 
Then provided n,ltl > f(~- l), and noting that MMT (or MTM) ~2, 
series (A.l) is dominated-by 2F1(noltj, $5; $fi; I,). This is convergent if 
n,ltl < gn-pl -p2 + 1). 64.2) 
The proof shows that the double series expansion of G,(t) is absolutely 
convergent under the condition (A.2), whence both the power series 
expansion in t and the zonal polynomial expansion are convergent. 
APPENDIX 2: PROOFS OF RESULTS IN TABLE I 
The case Il/(rc) = 1 follows from Bingham [ 1, Eq. (1.2)], and replacing B 
by xB and differentiating with respect to x we obtain e(k) = k, k(k - 1). 
For $(K) = ai( we start from the relation 
f c ai(rc) C,(Z)/k! = etr(Z) tr(Z2), 
k=O K 
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and set Z= (I+ X) HBHr. Averaging over HE O(n), 
81 
= etr( B) j etr(XHBHT)[tr(B2) + 2 tr(XHB2HT) 
O(n) 
+ tr{(XHBHT)2)](dH). 
The result follows from the definition of the C$ll(.,.) and the following 
corollary of the $(K) = 1 relation, 
etr(XHZ3HT) C,(XHBHT)(dH) 
together with (3.2). 
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